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ATT: Hon Minister David Speirs MP 

C/O Green Industries SA (GISA)  

GPO Box 1047  

Adelaide SA 5001 

 

 

 

 

21st February 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

RE: Container Deposit Scheme Review 

 

 

Dear Minister, 

 

The Conservation Council of South Australia (Conservation SA) welcomes the opportunity to 

make a response in relation to the Container Deposit Scheme Review Discussion Paper 2019. 

 

Conservation SA is an independent, non-profit and strictly non-party political peak body 

organisation representing more than 60 of South Australia’s environment and conservation 

organisations. Conservation SA has been a strong advocate for the protection of nature and 

biodiversity, and the promotion and uptake of sustainable practices in South Australia since 

1971. 

We strongly welcome this review.  It is timely and needed. We warmly congratulate you for 

initiating this review, and your strong public advocacy on this issue. 

We have a great opportunity to continue our state’s impressive leadership in the area of 

waste reduction through the ground breaking Container Deposit Legislation, and the 

accompanying discussion about banning single use plastics. 

In the case of both CDL and plastic bags, it is notable that both involved assertive 

government regulation creating a broad community-wide scheme rather than relying on 

voluntary or industry-led schemes. 

It is also worth noting the enormous level of public support for these two actions. 

Conservation SA was instrumental in the community push to create the original deposit 

scheme in 1977. During this successful campaign we lobbied and led community action to 

help create this tremendous legacy for our state. 

We have a great opportunity to continue our state’s impressive waste reduction and 

resource recovery leadership through this review process. 

Congratulations to you for initiating this process.   

The move to review the scheme is timely to ensure South Australia continues to lead our 

country in waste management and recycling.  There is value in exploring what we can learn 

from other schemes that have come after ours. Also, as the last review was a decade ago, it 

is important the scheme’s level and approach match current community expectations. 

We welcome the opportunity to participate as a member of the Expert Reference Group. 
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We urge you to embrace the enormous community participation and pride in, and love for, 

this scheme and ensure it continues to thrive and create impact.  

Some responses to specific questions: 

1) What should be the objectives of the CDS? 

 Litter reduction 

 Resource recovery 

 Support broader goal of increased recycling activity in the community 

 

2) How well do you think the CDS is currently achieving these objectives? 

This is currently a very successful scheme with enormous and widespread popular support. 

 

3) Are there other aims that the scheme could achieve that should be reflected in the 

legislation, e.g. resource recovery and recycling? 

 Litter reduction 

 Resource recovery 

 Support broader goal of increased recycling activity in the community 

 

4) Containers included – should more types of containers be included in the CDS and are 

there containers currently receiving a 10-cent refund that should be removed from the 

scheme? 

All current containers maintained. 

Scheme expanded to include: 

 a wider and more comprehensive range of single use drink products (all sizes), 

 wine and beer bottles, 

 milk bottles, and 

 other problematic waste streams (such as batteries, or polystyrene). 

 

5) Banning of containers – should the scheme ban the sale of beverage containers that 

present challenges for recycling? 

Yes – responsibility should rest with the producer to ensure no or minimal environmental 

impact from their product. If they cannot guarantee a clear and easy path towards resource 

recovery they must be required to change their product. 
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6) Governance arrangements – should the review consider how collection depots and super-

collectors operate? 

Yes – it makes sense to use the opportunity of the review to consider improvements to the 

scheme’s operation. 

 

7) Marking of containers – is there a need to modernise how containers are marked to 

display the 10-cent refund? 

Any change needs to be clearer and more obvious for consumers.  

 

8) Payment of deposit – is there another way that you would like refunds to be paid? 

Other jurisdictions have trialled reverse vending machines.  If successful, we should be open 

to considering them. 

However, the SA system of suburban wide recycling centres is popular and successful and 

enables the recycling of many other items. 

The handing over of cash is an immediate and popular return (reinforces behaviour). 

 

9) Ease of returning containers – how difficult is it to return your containers for a refund? Are 

current recycling depots adequate in terms of how many there are and where they are? 

Expanded options would be welcome, but the centres also need to be viable.   

The continuation of suburban recycling centres is strongly supported. 

 

10) Dispute resolution – should the review consider options to improve the process of dispute 

resolution between industry parties in the scheme? 

Yes – it makes sense to review this to ensure the scheme is contemporary, fair and successful. 

 

11) Compliance – are there opportunities for improvements in the administration and 

enforcement of the scheme? 

Yes – it makes sense to review this to ensure the scheme is contemporary, fair and successful. 

 

12) Monitoring and information – is there sufficient and transparent information in the current 

scheme for example audit needs? 

Greater transparency would be welcome to increase public and industry confidence in the 

scheme, and to enable other jurisdictions to see the benefit. 
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13) Should the refund amount be revised? 

Yes – it needs to be increased to keep pace with inflation and opportunity cost for the 

community. 

The last review was a decade ago.  Any process re-set needs to take into consideration the 

appropriate benefit in a decade’s time. 

A minimum of 20 cents would be appropriate (matches the equivalent of 5c in 1977). 

An increase in refund amount would help address the recent slight reduction in return rates. 

 

14) What research do you think is required to inform the CDS review? 

Community behaviour and motivation for participation. 

 

15) Are there parts of the scheme that are working really well and you think should not be 

considered for change as part of the review? 

Strong support for system of community recycling centres. 

 

16) How would you like to be part of the CDS review conversation in the future? 

Welcome the opportunity to continue as part of the Expert Reference Group. 

 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback. Please do not hesitate to contact me on 

craig.wilkins@conservationsa.org.au or (08) 8223 5155 should you require any further 

information. 

Yours sincerely,  

 
Craig Wilkins  

Chief Executive 

mailto:craig.wilkins@conservationsa.org.au

